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PRIVATE EQUITY

EQT continues to build its real estate portfolio by acquiring Exeter Property Group for $1.9bn. 

1

Ardian and GIP approach Suez with a $13.6bn takeover offer.

Suez is a French utility company specializing in water distribution and waste management. Suez is the largest

private water provider in the world, delivering water to 92 million customers located across 70 countries.

Ardian is a French private equity firm with $96bn in assets under management. Global Infrastructure

Partners is an infrastructure-focused(energy, transport, water/waste) private equity firm with $71bn in assets

under management.

Deal Structure: The prospective deal is worth 11.3bn Euro and comes at a time when Suez is defending itself

against a takeover attempt from Veolia, a rival French resource management company.

Significance: After months of attempting to take over Suez, Veolia now has to also contend with Ardian’s and

GIP’s new offer. Veolia has refused to concede its 29.9% stake in Suez, resulting in a standoff between the four

parties. Suez has been receptive to the new offer and seeks to use legal means to combat Veolia’s actions. This

activity is reflective of the private equity industry’s greater interest in water resource companies due to stricter

government pollution regulations.

EQT is a Swedish real estate and private equity firm with investments across the world. The company currently

manages over $63.6bn in assets and has found success in value-added real estate.

Exeter Property Group manages over $10bn in real estate assets, equating to nearly 250 mn square feet of

property in Europe and America. Exeter correctly predicted the impact e-commerce would have on the real

estate industry; By pre-emptively buying and improving industrial warehouses, they have been able to attract

major e-commerce firms to lease properties.

Deal Structure: EQT financed their $1.9bn purchase of Exeter through a mix of equity and cash. Exeter will walk

away with $1.07bn in cash and another $800mn in new EQT shares. Since the announcement, EQT shares have

increased in value by 25 percent.

Significance: By merging with Exeter, EQT will now possess a diverse $30bn real estate portfolio that will

support EQT’s strategy of building a globally-scaled real estate platform. The merger should be relatively

seamless as both companies pursue a value-added real estate strategy: acquiring and revamping properties to

lease and manage. With the expectation for interest rates to remain low, EQT is predicting increased corporate

and individual investment into infrastructure and real estate. If this is true, EQT will be in a perfect position to

capitalize and lease out more properties. The revenue from these assets can be reinvested into building a larger

portfolio, thus increasing operating revenue to be reinvested and the cycle continues. This cycle has been a key

to profitability for EQT and it hopes, by acquiring Exeter, they can increase their presence in western Europe

and America.

By: Lawrence Wu & Aaron Gunther
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VENTURE CAPITAL

Premier quantum computing software startup Riverlane raises $20mn in Series A funding from
veteran tech venture capital investors Draper Esprit and Amadeus Capital Partners.

2

Divvy Homes, a tech startup specializing in real estate secured $110mn in a Series C funding led by
Tiger Global Management.

Divvy Homes buys houses on behalf of aspiring homeowners unable to qualify for a mortgage, while the buyer

pays a small percentage of the house upfront, and then an above-market rent each month, while building up

equity. A portion of this monthly rent is allocated for a future down payment, setting the buyer up for a

mortgage when the time comes. Through this process, buyers are able to move into a house of their choosing,

as opposed to being placed in undesirable housing.

Tiger Global Management is an investment firm that focuses on technology, telecom, media consumer and

industrial sectors. Based in New York City, Tiger Global has $36bn AUM.

Deal Structure: The Series C funding, valued at $110mn, was led by Tiger Global, with participation from

investors including GGV Capital, Moore Specialty Credit, JAWS Ventures and existing backers such as a16z.

Significance: Many rent-to-own companies have high rates and unsatisfactory housing for consumers to

choose from. As interest rates and prices dropped, a surge in real-estate purchases occurred, allowing for

buyers to purchase homes at prices lower than they were pre-pandemic.  With Divvy, buyers have the upper

hand in choosing their home, and benefit greatly from their low rates. Divvy’s mission is to bridge the housing

affordability gap, and allow for families to become responsible homeowners. With the gained capital, they plan

to expand into more markets across the country, and help over 70 million Americans in securing a home.

 

 

 

By: Henry Wong & Anya Sood

Riverlane is a quantum computing software startup based in Cambridge, UK. By clienteling and working with

cross-industry companies, Riverlane is utilizing quantum computers to improve existing algorithms,

applications, and better building full-stack solutions.

Draper Esprit is a London based venture capital firm with an investment focus in early and growth stage

disruptive tech companies. Amadeus Capital Partners is a Cambridge based venture capital firm with an

investment focus in tech ventures ranging from seed to late stage companies.

Deal Structure: Riverlane’s Series A funding round raised $20 million pooled among prominent UK investors

University of Cambridge Enterprise, Cambridge Innovation Capital, Draper Esprit, and Amadeus Capital

Partners. Leading this investment are both Draper Esprit and Amadeus Capital Partners. This new round of

funding totals Riverlane’s overall funding to $24.1mn.

Significance: Riverlane’s $20mn investment demonstrates significant growing interest in the prospects of

quantum computing. As research and development in quantum computing technology continues to trend,

improve, and become reality, there is growing demand for the tools and resources needed to harness the power

of quantum computing. With quantum computing software demand expected to soar, Riverlane plans to use its

recent investment to continue to expand its product presence internationally such as breaking into the U.S.

markets. This maneuver positions Riverlane as a foreseeable leader in the commercialization of quantum

computing.
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GROWTH EQUITY 3

Good Eggs, the food delivery service, raised $100mn, led by Glade Brook Capital Partners.

CybSafe, the behavioral cybersecurity platform, has secured $7.9mn in its recent Series A1 funding
round, led by IQ Capital.

Good Egg differentiates itself from competitors by providing “absurdly” fresh food. Of the products Good Egg

offers, roughly 70% of them are sourced locally, and are often delivered within 48 hours of being harvested. Over

the past year, Good Egg has grown revenue to more than $100 million, added 400 employees, and increased

customer base by nearly two times.

Glade Brook Capital Partners, based in Greenwich Connecticut, is a growth equity firm that invests globally in

technology companies. The firm invests in companies at various stages, ranging from growth stage to IPO.

Deal Structure: Glade Brook Capital Partners led the $100 million round with additional contributions from GV,

Tao Invest, Finistere Ventures and Rich’s, Benchmark Partners, Index Ventures, S2G, DNS Capital and Obvious

Ventures. Additionally, Glade Brook’s current partner, JP Van Arsdale, will join Good Egg’s board of directors.

Significance: Good Egg has plans to allocate the influx of cash towards the expansion of its services into

Southern California, and to improve customer experience. In the past, the company has attempted to extend

operations into Los Angeles, New York City, and New Orleans, but failed to realize profits and all operations in

these cities were shut down in 2015. Given Good Egg’s performance over the past year, it’s safe to say that the

grocery delivery company has benefited profoundly from the pandemic. Now, it will be interesting to see

whether demand for deliverable groceries will continue to grow, even after herd immunity is reached, or if

individuals will resort back to in person grocery shopping.

CybSafe, based out of London, utilizes audit data to combat the inefficiencies in cybersecurity. This empowers

the people, who account for 90% of breaches, to help keep proprietary company information secured. Available

in 9 languages so far, CybSafe is currently in use throughout 15 countries.  

IQ Capital, founded in 2006, specializes in growing tech, software, and data management companies. With

most of its investments in the VC and GE space, IQ aims to rapidly expand up and coming technology firms

with industry-breaking ideas.

Deal Structure: The lead investors of this funding round, IQ Capital, HDI Group, and B8 Ventures, all came

together to make up $7.9mn in this growth phase of the company. This is CybSafe’s first round of funding since

the firm raised roughly $4.5mn back in September of 2018. 

Significance: Cybersecurity as an industry has seen incredible growth throughout the pandemic. The need for

highly adaptable and efficient security systems in a remote world has become a fundamental asset of any

company with something valuable to offer. CybSafe has innovated how we see cyberdefense. The movement

towards more automated, flexible systems that protect human employees from threats appears to be the

direction that the industry is headed. The role of these platforms is to take cyberdefense and take an

alternative approach, by allowing the programs to adapt and detect attacks before they are even known.

Attackers will continue to develop new tools that will go undetected by current systems, so training them to

automatically weaponize against these new strategies will be important in keeping businesses secure.

Prevention is the best form of defense, and a company like CybSafe has a crucial role in protecting the daily

operations of the businesses they serve.

By: Griffin Byer & Jordan Sarnie
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M&A ACTIVITY

Uber acquires Drizly in a $1.1bn acquisition.
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Ensysce Biosciences, a clinical-stage biopharmaceutical company focused on solving prescription drug
abuse, agreed to a reverse merger with Leisure Acquisition Corp (Nasdaq: LACQ).

Uber is a platform that connects drivers with riders, eaters, and restaurants. It was founded in 2009 in San

Francisco. It follows a gig economy business model and is currently one of the largest operators in the space. 

Drizly is a Boston, MA based alcohol delivery ecommerce business. It was founded in 2012. Drizzly looks to

partner with local stores to provide them with delivery infrastructure in order to reach customers. It currently

operates in 26 states.

Deal Structure: Uber acquires Drizzly, the alcohol-delivery platform , for $1.1bn in stock and cash. The Drizly

purchase primarily consists of Uber stock, with less than 10% in cash.

Significance: Drizzly is one of the leading names in alcohol delivery so it is no surprise that Uber acquired such

a company after their recent acquisition of Postmates. This bolsters Uber’s portfolio and hopefully allows them

to  make a bigger dent in the alcohol delivery business. The ride-hailing aspect of their business has taken a hit

but the delivery share has experienced an increase during the pandemic. It will be interesting to see if they will

continue to operate under Drizzly’s pricing model as opposed to Uber’s. Drizzly charges a monthly fee to stores

to bypass the requirement for a liquor license as they do not charge a markup on the product. After the deal is

finalized Drizzly will continue to operate as a separate app. Interesting to note if the purchase also included

Drizzly’s cannabis delivery service, Lantern. After a full Demcratic sweep and all likelihoods to an easy path

towards legalization, it is another market segment Uber can look to expand on.

Ensysce Biosciences has been developing tamper-proof prescription medication to combat overdoses and

abuse. The clinical-stage drug firm recently broke out two monumental platforms, Trypsin Activated Abuse

Protection (TAAP™) and Multi-Pill Abuse Resistant (MPAR™).

Leisure Acquisition Corporation despite having a strong management team and a fundamentally sound

acquisition strategy, had been struggling for the past couple of years. Ensysce's drug portfolio exerts extreme

promise as a medical play going into 2024. Leisure's decision to take the medical company public over potential

reverse mergers such as Canada's Gateway Casinos & Entertainment reassured the firm's future and investor

confidence.

Deal Structure: A proposed $207mn will include Ensysce Biosciences' existing convertible indebtedness but

exclude transaction expenses. Leisure agreed to pay consideration to Ensysce's shareholders for their interests

in the company. The compensation will consist of shares of Leisure Acquisition Corp. common stock issued at

$10.00 per share.

Significance: Ensysce has secured the FDA "Fast-Track" status and is permitted to use a regulatory pathway to

accelerate a designated rollout timeline. Leisure's reverse merger doubled down Ensysce's ability to expand on

their already extremely rapid runway in the branded opioid market, with the potential to penetrate the market

and infiltrate an estimated 20% of the branded opioid market in the U.S by 2030. If Ensysce is as capable as their

confidence in their ability to commercialize within three years and become the drug of choice, their pipeline of

Pain & Addiction and ADHD solutions using TAAP™ & MPAR™ can be revolutionary technologies in the clinical

space going forward.

By: Shiv Amin & Terrel Cox
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FUNDRAISING & LP ACTIVITY

On Monday, February 4, T Capital Partners announced the closure of its buyout fund, T Capital VI, with
$780mn in aggregate commitments.
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On Wednesday, January 27th, TCV announced the closure of its 11th flagship fund, TCV XI, their largest
fund to date at $4bn. The firm will use this fund to continue backing existing portfolio companies as well
as deploy capital into key technology sectors boosted by the pandemic.

T Capital Partners is a Japanese PE firm specializing in mid-market buyout investments. It focuses on

purchasing subsidiaries and divisions in corporate carve-out transactions and investing in and high quality

business succession. 

T Capital VI is T Capital’s sixth buyout fund since its inception in 1998. Like the rest of its funds, T Capital VI

will invest in mid-market firms in need of a quick directional change in management.  

Deal Structure: The aggregate capital raised for this fund was $780mn, which was its hard cap. Despite the

COVID-19 pandemic, the fund was oversubscribed by $105mn and closed at the hard cap in just six months. 

Significance: This is T Capital Partners’ first independent fund since the management buyout from Tokio

Marine Group in October 2019, which is a big step in proving its viability as a separate business. The large

quantity raised demonstrates the faith investors have in the success this firm will have as an independent

entity. This is especially vital during the COVID-19 pandemic since some firms have had difficulty raising so

much capital in such a short time period. The fund also will propel T Capital’s ESG investment initiative. T

Capital was the first Japan-based PE fund to sign onto the United Nations-supported Principles for Responsible

Investment, and this fund will be used to further demonstrate T Capital’s commitment to responsible

investing. It hopefully will pave the way for other PE firms in Japan to increase investment in ESG.

 

 

 

TCV is a Silicon Valley-based VC firm specializing in growth-stage private and public technology companies

striving to achieve market leadership.  Since its inception, TCV has invested over $14bn in leading tech

companies including Netflix, Facebook, Airbnb, and Spotify.

TCV Fund XI is the firm's 11th flagship fund, and largest to date. The fund is seeking to “double down” on strong

winners of 2020, including e-commerce, education technology, and digital entertainment. The firm is also

looking to expand into long term investments such as travel. 

Deal Structure: TCV XI raised $4bn, exceeding its original target of $3.25bn. The fund launched in June 2020,

with an original target of 20 - 25 Investors. 

Significance: TCV XI is a strong indication of fast acceleration in the tech industry, and the capital it is

attracting. The pandemic has caused setbacks to many industries, but promoted growth and innovation in many

of TCV’s key areas of sector specialization, including SaaS, fintech, education tech, e-commerce, and digital

banking. TCV XI raised nearly $1bn more than its previous fund. This is a solid indication not only of market

strength, but also an endorsement of less traditional practices that have become evident during the pandemic, as

the fund was raised and closed completely virtually. The closing of this fund is another positive movement for

TCV to capture vast opportunities presented by digital transformation and technology adoption.

 

By: Justin Radist & Nicholas Maggi
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LIQUIDITY EVENTS

Daimler AG (XETRA: DAI.DE), one of the largest conventional auto manufacturers in the world, has
announced its plan to separate its truck manufacturing business from its car manufacturing assets via a
spin-off. Once the spin-off is complete, the company plans to re-name itself after one of its car brands:
Mercedes-Benz.

6

Simon Property Group (NYSE: SPG), the largest owner of Class A malls in the United States, has filed
for a $300mn IPO of its SPAC vehicle. The SPAC is named Simon Property Group Acquisition and
the mall owner intends to acquire a company with significant growth potential.

Simon Property Group is the largest operator/owner of malls in the US with interests in over 200 properties

that make up over 200 million square feet. Despite the short-term shock from the pandemic, Simon Property

Group has acquired other firms, such as Taubman Centers, JCPenney, and Forever 21. 

Simon Property Group Acquisition is the blank-check company formed by SPG. The SPAC will be used to

acquire a company with valuable assets and growth potential that fits into the real estate expertise of SPG’s

management team.  

Deal Structure: The SPAC plans to raise $300mn by issuing 30 million units at $10.00. Each unit will consist of

one share of common stock and ¼ of a warrant exercisable at $11.50. The SPAC is expected to command a

market value of $375mn based on this deal format.  

Significance: Simon Property Group’s decision to create its own SPAC is another example of how the mall

operator is defying the doom and gloom of “malls are dead” and expanding its operations. Simon has

consolidated its market leadership in the Class A mall space and the company is now acquiring bankrupt

retailers such as JCPenney and Forever 21 to revitalize them by investing only in certain stores. These past

deals suggest that SPG is looking to acquire additional brands that can become tenants in its malls. The

company’s actions portray the contrarian viewpoint that even if most malls close, its Class A malls will still be

relevant in a post-pandemic future.

By: Irfan Ajmeri 

Daimler AG is one of the largest automotive manufacturers with $193bn in annual revenue in 2019. The

company owns valuable brands within its portfolio, such as Mercedes-Benz, Freightliner, Thomas Built Buses,

and Daimler Truck.

Mercedes-Benz: The parent company will be renamed Mercedes-Benz and focus exclusively on producing

higher-end cars and developing automotive software. The move will aid the company’s efforts to deploy capital

towards EVs as competition from incumbents, such as GM and newcomers (Tesla) heats up in the coming years. 

Deal Structure: The spin-off plan was announced on February 3rd, 2021 and shareholders will likely receive

stock in the new company which is yet to be named. A large shareholder meeting is planned for the third

quarter to approve the plan.

Significance: The spin-off has been welcomed by Wall Street and stock analysts as Daimler’s stock price rose

nearly 9% once the deal was announced. The separation of the trucking business from the luxury-car division

will allow each division to achieve a higher public market valuation that is in-line with their competitors. The

move mimics other automotive industry transactions as Volkswagen separated its truck business (Traton SE) in

2019 and Fiat-Chrysler spun off Ferrari in 2016. With over 2.8 million cars and buses produced in 2019,

Mercedes-Benz will be able to cement its leadership in the luxury space and draw attention to its lucrative

operating margins rather than being hidden under Daimler’s shadow.



IN THE NEWS

Cambridge-based vaccine company Affinivax closed a $226mn Series C round.
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Affinivax, Inc. is a Cambridge, MA-based clinical stage biopharmaceutical company pioneering the

development of a novel class of vaccines. Its products aim to optimize the body’s protective immune response to

address infectious and other immune-mediated diseases.

Rock Springs Capital and Foresite Capital, both new investors, co-led this round of funding. Additional new

investors included T. Rowe Price, Wellington Management, funds and accounts managed by Blackrock,

Cormorant Asset Management, Perceptive Advisors, EcoR1 Capital, Surveyor Capital (a Citadel company) and

Logos Capital, who were joined by existing investors Viking Global Investors, Bain Capital Life Sciences and Ziff

Capital Healthcare Ventures.

Deal Structure: Affinivax closed a $226mn Series C round of fundraising led by Rock Springs Capital and

Foresite Capital. This new round of funding totals Affinivax’s overall funding to $345.8mn.

Significance: Affinivax intends to use the funds to continue advancing its MAPS vaccine pipeline for a range of

infectious diseases, including its lead pneumococcal vaccine candidates and vaccine candidates targeting

healthcare-associated infections where previous vaccine approaches have not been successful. Licensed from

Boston Children’s Hospital, Affinivax leverages a novel and proprietary MAPS technology platform designed to

enable the development of a new class of vaccines that induce a broad and protective immune response to two

key immunogenic components in a single vaccine.The Series C comes several months after a $120 million raise,

with Viking Global Investors, Bain and Ziff Capital Partners participating in both rounds. It’s an accomplishment

for a company that launched with $4 million in seed funding from the Gates Foundation back in 2014. “With the

additional capital raised from the Series C, we are in a position to advance these on our own to IND and clinical

trials within the next few years,” Affinivax’s CEO said.

AMG purchases a 15% permanent stake in Boston Common Asset Management.

Affiliated Managers Group is a South Florida-based international investment manager geared toward

purchasing stakes in hedge funds, boutique asset managers, and specialized private investment firms. AMG’s

strategic partnership approach has exposed them to over 500 global investment products, while still allowing

each affiliate team to hold majority equity in their firm and retain control over operations.

Boston Common Asset Management employs a unique investment approach that integrates traditional

financial analysis with comprehensive ESG criteria, ultimately leading to investments in sustainable companies

that drive long term success. The firm currently manages over $3.5bn in assets, with its largest holding being

Alibaba Group Holding Ltd (NYSE:BABA).

Deal Structure: Replacing Rosemont Investment Group as a minority shareholder in Boston Common, AMG

will take a 15% in the company and Boston Common will purchase the remaining 5% of Rosemont’s shares,

leaving 85% ownership. 

Significance: AMG has recognized Boston Common’s exceptional track record with sustainable investing, and

this deal will therefore enable further enhancement of Boston Common’s strategic ESG initiative; allowing for

extended support of gender inequity, corporate governance, and climate change efforts. This long-term

partnership and alignment in culture will solidify Boston Common’s ability to remain a majority women and

employee owned company deep into the future, while fostering AMG’s thirty-year-long streak of partnering

with leading employee-owned firms.

By: Phoebe Socha & Adam Inzelstein


